Abstract. A conservative cascade is an iterative process that fragments a given set into smaller and smaller pieces according to a rule which preserves the total mass of the initial set at each stage of the construction almost surely and not just in expectation. Motivated by the importance of conservative cascades in analyzing multifractal behavior of measured Internet tra c traces, we consider wavelet based statistical techniques for inference about the cascade generator, the random mechanism determining the re-distribution of the set's mass at each iteration. We provide two estimators of the structure function, one asymptotically biased and one not, prove consistency and asymptotic normality in a range of values of the argument of the structure function less than a critical value q . Simulation experiments illustrate the asymptotic properties of these estimators and provide also interesting conjectures for the uninformative behavior of the estimators beyond the critical value q .
Introduction
A multiplicative cascade is an iterative process that fragments a given set into smaller and smaller pieces according to some geometric rule and, at the same time, distributes the total mass of the given set according to another rule. The limiting object generated by such a procedure generally gives rise to a singular measure or multifractal { a mathematical construct that is able to capture the highly irregular and intermittent behavior associated with many naturally occurring phenomena, e.g., fully developed turbulence (see 7, 8, 3, 11] and references therein); spatial rainfall 5]; the movements of stock prices 10]; and Internet tra c dynamics 15, 2] .
The generator of a cascade determines the re-distribution of the set's total mass at every iteration; it can be deterministic or random. Cascade processes with the property that the generator preserves the total mass of the initial set at each stage of the construction almost surely and not just in expectation are called conservative cascades and are the main focus of this paper. Originally introduced by Mandelbrot 9] (also in the turbulence context), conservative cascades have recently been considered in 2] for use in describing the observed multifractal behavior of measured Internet tra c traces. In particular, Feldmann et al. 2] build on empirical evidence that measured Internet tra c is consistent with multifractal behavior by illustrating that \::: data networks appear to act as conservative cascades!" They demonstrate that multiplicative and measure-preserving structure becomes most apparent when analyzing measured Internet traces at a particular layer within the well-de ned protocol hierarchy of today's Internet Protocol (IP)-based networks, namely the Transport Control Protocol (TCP) layer and at the level of individual TCP connections, this structure is recovered at the aggregate level (i.e., when considering the superposition process consisting of all IP packets generated by all active TCP connections) and causes aggregate Internet tra c to exhibit multifractal behavior.
The visits of Sidney Resnick to AT&T Labs{Research were supported by AT&T Labs{Research and a National Science Foundation Grant from the Cooperative Research Program in the Mathematical Sciences. 1 Well short of providing a physical explanation to the all-important networking question of \Why do packets within individual TCP connections conform to a conservative cascade?" the work in 2] is empirical in nature and relies on a number of heuristics for inferring multifractal behavior from traces of measured Internet tra c. However, to provide a more solid statistical basis for empirical studies of multifractal phenomena, progress in the area of statistical inference for multiplicatively generated multifractals is crucial. In this paper we contribute to the e ort of providing rigorous techniques for multifractal analysis by investigating wavelet-based estimators for conservative cascades (i.e., for the class of multifractal processes generated by conservative cascades) and studying their large sample properties. In essence, the inference problem for conservative cascades consists of deducing from a single realization of the cascade process the distribution of the cascade generator that was presumably used to generate the sample or signal at hand. Intuitively, the generator's distribution can be inferred from the degree of variability and intermittency exhibited locally in time by the signal under consideration. It can be expressed mathematically in terms of the local H older exponents which in turn characterize the singularity behavior of a signal locally in time. Moreover, since the local H older exponent at a point in time t 0 describes the local scaling behavior of the signal as we look at smaller and smaller neighborhoods around t 0 , a wavelet-based analysis that fully exploits the time-and scale-localization ability of wavelets proves convenient and is tailor-made for our purpose. On the one hand, we exploit here the fact that the singularity behavior of a process can (under certain assumptions) be fully recovered by studying the singularity behavior in the wavelet domain; i.e., by investigating the (possibly) time-dependent scaling properties of the wavelet coe cients associated with the underlying process in the ne-time scale limit. On the other hand, using Haar wavelets, the discrete wavelet transform of a conservative cascade can be explicitly expressed in terms of the cascade's generator (see for example 4]) and hence provides a promising setting for relating the local scaling behavior of the sample to the distribution of the underlying conservative cascade generator. In particular, we relate the distribution of the generator to an invariant of the cascade, namely the structure function or modi ed cumulant generating function (also known as Mandelbrot-Kahane-Peyriere (MKP) function 6]) and study the statistical properties (i.e., asymptotic consistency, asymptotic normality, con dence intervals) of two wavelet-based estimators of this function.
Although the results in this paper have been largely motivated by our empirical investigations into the multifractal nature of measured Internet tra c 2, 4], we have clearly bene ted from the recent random cascade work of Ossiander and Waymire 13]. Compared to the conservative cascades considered in this paper, random cascades are multiplicative processes with generators that preserve the total mass of the initial set only in expectation and not almost surely. This apparently minor di erence ensures independence within and across the di erent stages of a random cascade construction but gives rise to subtle dependencies inherent in conservative cascades. Ossiander and Waymire 13] study the large sample asymptotics of estimators that are de ned in the timedomain rather than in the wavelet-domain and allow for a rigorous statistical analysis of the scaling behavior exhibited by random cascades (for related work, see also 16]). While the large-sample properties of the time domain-based estimators considered in 13] and of the wavelet-based estimators studied in this paper are very similar, their potential advantages, disadvantages and pitfalls when implementing and using them in practice require further studies. However, in combination, these di erent estimators provide a set of statistically rigorous techniques for multifractal analysis of highly irregular and intermittent data that are assumed to be generated by certain types of multiplicative processes or cascades.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2{4 contain the basic facts about conservative cascades, their wavelet transforms, and some related quantities that are needed later in the paper. Section 5 is concerned with certain martingales and serves as warm-up for Section 6 where under appropriate conditions we show strong consistency of our two wavelet-based estimators. Asymptotic normality (together with the problem of bias) of the estimators is proven and illustrated with some simulated data in Section 7. We conclude in Section 8 with some observations, open problems and speculations regarding the large sample properties of our estimators when the conditions in Section 6 (or Section 7) are not satis ed. In particular we present heuristic and empirical evidence that the values of the estimators at large values of the argument of the structure function are likely to be uninformative and even misleading, thus providing some practical guidance for properly interpreting the plots associated with the estimation procedure.
2. The Conservative Cascade. We now summarize the basic facts about the conservative cascade.
Consider the binary tree. Nodes of the tree at depth l will be indicated by (j 1 ; : : :; j l ) 2 f0; 
Random variables associated with di erent depths of the tree are independent and random variables of the same depth which have di erent antecedents in the tree are likewise independent. Dependence of random variables having the same depth is expressed by (2.2). The conservative cascade is the random measure 1 de ned by 4. Notation Glossary. Before continuing the analysis, we collect some notation in one place for easy reference. We seek to estimate the distribution of the cascade generator W and this will accomplished if we estimate c(q) := 2E(W q ); q > 0; (4.1) or equivalently we could estimate the structure function (q) = 1 + log 2 E(W q ) = log 2 c(q):
We will estimate using estimators constructed from the process jd ?l;n j q :
Our analysis rests on the process M(q; l), which we will show to be a martingale and which is de ned as
and note the normalization makes E(M(q; l)) = 1:
There are further constant functions needed: which is positive by (4.12).
We now de ne the quantity q := supfq > 0 : a(q) < 1g (4.13) so that for q < q we have a(q) < 1: Our estimators will behave di erently on the regions q < q and. Observe that it is always the case that q > 1 since
2(E(W)) 2 The following result will be needed to establish asymptotic normality of our estimators.
Proposition 4.3. Given 2q < q so that a 2 (2q) = a(2q) < 1; we have for any 2 (0; 2) that a 1+ =2 (2q) = c((2 + )q) (c(2q)) 1+ =2 < 1:
Proof. We are given log a 2 (2q) < 0 and since a 1 (2q) = 1 we have log a 1 (2q) = 0: Since log a r (2q) is convex in r > 1, we conclude log a r (2q) < 0 or equivalently a r (2q) < 1 for 1 < r < 2.
5. The Associated Martingale.
In this section we study the properties of the process fM(q; l); l 1g de ned in (4.5) for each xed q > 0. We de ne the increasing family of -elds F l := fW(jjl); jjl 2 f0; 1g l g generated by the weights up to and including depth l. c(q) so that m 2 = 0 which again entails M(q; 1) = 0 almost surely.
Strong Laws and Strong Consistency
Now with some understanding of the martingale fM(q; l); l 1g, we show that when q < q , the scaled summed powers of the wavelet coe cients fZ(q; l); l 1g has the same behavior. This yields the almost sure convergence to 0. We can use this strong law to get consistent estimators of the structure function (q). Proof. In (6.1), take logarithms to the base 2 to get log 2 Z(q; l) ? l log 2 c(q) ? log 2 b ! log 2 M(q; 1); (6.4) almost surely as l ! 1. Divide through by l to get consistency of^ 1 (q). To get the consistency of 2 (q), note from (6.4) that log 2 Z(q; l + 1) ? log 2 Z(q; l) ? (l + 1 ? l) (q) ! 0 almost surely which proves consistency of^ 2 (q).
Central Limit Theorems and Asymptotic Normality of Estimators.
In this section we discuss second order properties of the estimators i (q), i = 1; 2; de ned in (6.2) and (6.3). The asymptotic normality for 1 (q) requires a bias term which cannot be eliminated. This drawback, is eliminated by using 2 (q), whose de nition in terms of di erencing removes the bias term. For this section it is convenient to write E F l and P F l for the conditional expectation and conditional probability with respect to the -eld F l . 7.1. Asymptotic Normality of 1 (q). Begin by writing
and recall 2 2 (q) is de ned in (4.10). Therefore,
Our strategy for the central limit theorem is to regard Z(q;l) c l b ?M(q; l) as a sum of random variables which are conditionally independent given F l and then apply the Liapunov condition ( 14] for asymptotic normality in a triangular array. Proof. Pick > 0 so that 2q + < q . From Proposition 4.3 we have a 1+ =2 (2q) < 1:
Asymptotic normality in (7.4) will be shown if we establish the Liapunov condition
where the denominator comes from (7.3). The numerator in the left side of (7.7) is bounded above by
So the ratio in (7.7), apart from constants, is bounded by
Note that the two random variables M((2 + )q; 1) and M(2q; 1) are non zero with probability 1 by Proposition 5.5. Check that a 2+ (q) a 2 (q) = a 1+ =2 (2q) < 1:
So the Liapunov ratio is asymptotic to a nite nonzero random variable times (a 1+ =2 (2q)) l where a 1+ =2 (2q) < 1 and the result is proven. Remark 7.1. In the denominator of (7.5) we may replace M(2q; l) by its limit M(2q; 1). This follows since almost surely 0 < M(2q; 1) < 1 for 2q < q and thus The bias term in (7.9) is an unpleasant feature and thus we consider how to remove it by di erencing. This leads to consideration of the asymptotic normality of the estimator^ 2 (q).
7.2. Asymptotic Normality of 2 (q). We now consider the asymptotic normality of 2 (q). It is possible to proceed from Proposition 7.1 but it turns out to be simpler to proceed with a direct proof. in probability. Combine this with (7.13) to complete the proof.
For statistical purposes, the result (7.11) contains unobservables so as in 16, 13] , consideration needs to be given to replacing quantities which are not observed by observable estimators. We assume that the random measure 1 is observed, or equivalently that the wavelet coe cients fd ?l;n g are known. This means we have the quantities fZ(q; l)g. After some simple algebra, this ratio is the same as 8. Concluding remarks and speculation A critical issue with both the wavelet based estimator and the moment based ones used in 13], is that the asymptotic properties of the estimators are only valid in a certain range of q-values. For the wavelet estimators, we require q < q and for the asymptotic normality results we require 2q < q . We now suggest that the range q > q is uninformative for our estimators and in fact, it may be rather misleading to extend the inference to excessively large values of q. A reliable estimate of q would be valuable information. In place of such an estimate it is likely that a graphical procedure is possible based on the following heuristics. For large values of q, presumably for q > q , it is likely that Z(q; l) is determined by its largest summand and thus we expect that as l ! 1 Z(q; l)=Z _ (q; l) P ! 1: Figure 2 presents a density plot of simulated values of Z(q; l)=Z _ (q; l) as the depth l increases from 10 to 18; note the densities concentrate most mass around the point 1. If this speculation is true, then log Z _ (q; l) = q log Z _ (1; l) is linear in q and thus^ i (q) should also be linear in q (i = 1; 2) rendering these estimators largely uninformative for inference purposes in the q{region where all these speculative comments are valid. A rough estimate of q would be provided by the q-value where the plots of^ i (q) start to look linear.
We currently have no proofs for these speculative comments but computer simulations o er strong support. Figure 3 shows overlaid simulated values for^ i (q);^ _ i (q); i = 1; 2 for large values of q. In the range of q{values beyond q 2:4, it is remarkable how linear the plots look and also how closely^ _ i (q) approximates^ i (q). We intend to examine this phenomenon much more closely. Finally, to emphasize that there are di erences between the random cascade models considered in 13] and the conservative cascade processes studied in this paper that a ect the inference problem, we consider more closely the critical range of moments of order q for which the large sample To enable a direct comparison of the estimators considered in this paper and in 13], we plan to investigate wavelet-based estimation for random cascades. At the same time, it would be of interest to see whether or not the techniques used in 13] yield comparable results to the ones presented in this paper when they are applied to the conservative cascade setting with its subtle dependence structure (see the comment in 13, page 3].
